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ABSTRACT
In 2010, as part of the effort to replace fossil fuels with more sustainable and environmentallyfriendly energy sources, the Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E) launched an
initiative to develop a novel fuel production platform. The initiative, entitled “Electrofuels: Versatile
Transportation Energy Solutions”, proposed a platform in which microbes would be used to create liquid
biofuels from photovoltaic-based electricity and CO2. With an initial investment of over $44 million at
stake, the pragmatic decision was made by members of the Wayne Curtis Lab to construct a scaled-up
process design and conduct a preliminary economic analysis to identify critical project focal areas as well
as to estimate the overall platform cost. The designed production facility described in this thesis was
scaled to produce 5,000 barrels of oil per day, a size comparable to ethanol producing facilities in 2013.
The process design was modeled using both Microsoft Excel and AspenTech software, and was based on
principals of material balance, measured kinetic and yield parameters, mass transfer, and various other
equipment parameters. Additionally, with the platform still in its infancy, the process modeling involved
making several assumptions, the values of which were chosen to be optimistic yet within reason.
However, even with these optimistic assumptions, the economic analysis demonstrated that at a price of
$205/bbl, the platform will not be able to compete with the low cost of crude oil for the foreseeable
future, in large part because of the high costs associated with photovoltaic cells. Since the electrofuels
platform represents what was hoped to be a promising alternative fuel platform, this high price suggests
that our current hope to attain alternative liquid fuels at prices comparable to current fossil fuels prices
may be overly optimistic. As such, the real question in regards to whether or not the electrofuels platform
can achieve economic success in the future is whether it can compete with other renewable energy
platforms. This report discusses the details of a hypothetical process design and the associated economic
analysis.
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Chapter 1
The Past, Present, and Future of Energy
Ever since the industrial revolution, fossil fuels have paved the way for advancements in all areas
of science and technology, allowing for growth by presenting us with an energy source representative of
millions of years of accumulation. However, the fossil fuel reservoir will not last forever and should be
viewed more as a means to develop a more sustainable alternative rather than as a means to temporarily
live more sophisticated lives. Even though we have decade’s to potentially century’s worth of oil, coal,
and natural gas remaining; rising energy demand and increasing difficulty of extraction will begin to
strain our ability to meet all our energy needs primarily through the use of fossil fuels. Further, the use of
fossil fuels and subsequent increases in atmospheric CO2 levels has raised concerns in regards to climate
change. Therefore to alleviate this strain on the environment and to prevent a major energy crisis, it is in
our best interest to take the appropriate steps to develop replacement energy sources now while we still
have the resources readily available.
Over the past 30 years, there has been much progress developing and commercializing alternative
liquid fuels. However, while we are currently producing more alternative liquid fuels than ever before,
even the most widely produced biofuel in the United States, corn ethanol, only represented about 4% of
the transportation sector as of 2011[1]. While the contribution of biofuels may increase marginally in the
near future, there are several economic, political, and technical issues that must be addressed if we ever
hope to meet a significant portion of our energy needs through the production of biofuels.
Ethanol: Feedstock and Industrial Processing Issues
The continued dominance of ethanol as the alternative fuel of choice is dependent upon whether
or not two major issues can be addressed: (1) improving the characteristically low energy return on
investment (EROI) of ethanol production and (2) eliminating the direct competition of ethanol production
with that of food. The EROI of a fuel represents the ratio of the useful energy of the fuel to the energy
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required to produce the fuel. Estimates of the EROI of ethanol produced from corn currently range from a
pitiful 0.84 to 1.65 [2]. While achieving a high EROI for renewable fuels is less important than doing so
for non-renewables because of their “carbon neutral” characteristic, a small EROI will have a much larger
geographical, labor-intensive, and capital-intensive footprint than a larger EROI, assuming all else equal.
Thus, to prevent unnecessary amounts of land, labor, and capital from being devoted to creating “wasted”
energy, it is advantageous to strive for a high EROI. For this reason, the viability of ethanol as an
alternative fuel could be drastically improved by using cellulose as a feedstock in place of corn; cellulosic
biomass has the potential of yielding an EROI anywhere from 4.40 to 6.61 for various feedstocks (Figure
1-1) [2]. Furthermore, cellulosic feedstocks such as switch grass and agave can avoid competition with
food crops for land due to their ability to grow on less arable land [3].
The principal reason cellulosic ethanol yields a higher EROI in comparison to corn ethanol is that
the leftover lignin can be burned to fuel the required industrial processing [2]. This drastic reduction in
required external energy for industrial processing is depicted in Figure 1-1 and represents the most
prominent difference between cellulosic and corn ethanol in terms of energy input. However, this
highlights one of the inherent issues of ethanol as a fuel molecule: its industrial processing is very energy
intensive. Specifically, the industrial processing of corn ethanol represents approximately 55-70% of its
energy input, in large part because of the requisite distillation as depicted in Figure 1-1 [2]. If this
processing could in some way be eliminated or at least reduced, the EROI could potentially be improved
by more than two fold. This is true even of cellulosic ethanol; if the processing energy were reduced, the
lignin could instead be used to generate grid electricity. Another aspect of EROI to keep in mind is that
for producing liquid fuels, achieving high energy density for transportation applications is more tolerable
of a lower EROI if the input energy is a low energy density source. So even though cellulosic ethanol may
represent the next logical step in the development of alternative fuels, there is clearly much room for
improvement.
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Figure 1-1. Energy requirements and EROI’s for ethanol production [2]
The issue of energy-intensive industrial processing could be addressed in two principal ways: (1)
by developing a more efficient separation technique to replace distillation or (2) by changing the
produced fuel molecule to allow for an easier separation. The focal fuel molecule of this report,
botryococcene, allows for a less energy-intensive separation through its tendency to phase separate with
liquid water. Thus, holding all else constant, the production of this fuel could yield a substantially higher
EROI relative to that of ethanol while also achieving substantial increase in energy density for liquid
transport.
Biofuels: Constraints
One of the largest barriers that many alternative energy technologies face is poor economics.
Having been the most widely pursued biofuel to date, ethanol has demonstrated the most success in terms
of competing with oil economically. However, ethanol has been able to do so in part because of the
subsidies that ethanol producers have received up until the end of 2011 as a result of the Energy Tax Act
(ETA) of 1978 [4]. Under the ETA, the excise tax that applies to gasoline was not applied to ethanol,
which represented the equivalent of a $0.51/ gal subsidy on ethanol in 2005 [4]. While the subsidy
provided under the ETA has since expired, the Renewable Fuel Standards (RFS) program that mandates
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elevated ethanol production levels essentially guarantees high ethanol selling prices [4]. The RFS
program provides additional incentives for cellulosic ethanol production [4]. In all likelihood, most of the
mandated growth in ethanol production will need to come from cellulosic feedstocks to maintain
economics because increased consumption of corn for fuel production will further stress corn prices and
potentially eliminate the economic benefit of corn ethanol production, especially without the subsidy.
Looking beyond corn and cellulosic ethanol production, many of the other platforms for
alternative fuel production such as algal biofuels have yet to achieve commercial success quite simply
because they have not demonstrated the ability to compete with the low costs of fossil fuels [5]. Economic
modeling of biofuel production has suggested that without considerable government funding to study
means of reducing the cost of algal biofuels, the platform is unlikely to catch up to ethanol production in
the next 30 years [6].
Biofuels: Achieving Success in the Next Generation
Though cellulosic ethanol and algal biofuels have potential in terms of decreasing our
dependence on fossil fuels, the long term success of alternative liquid fuels will hinge upon our ability to
(1) reduce the costs of such sources, (2) eliminate barriers to “nation-scale” mass production such as landuse and food-production competition and, (3) increase the EROI of these fuel sources. We have long been
able to tap into the seemingly-endless reservoir of fossil fuels without having to seriously consider any
one of these issues simply because of the sheer abundance and readily-availability of these energy
sources. However, moving away from fossil fuels to alternative energy sources will be much less straight
forward and will entail thinking outside the box and questioning conventional wisdom in order to
simultaneously address the above mentioned issues. The ARPA-E electrofuels initiative and the fuel
production platform discussed in this report intend to do just that.
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The End of Oil and Rise of Biofuels
Having had such cheap and easily attainable energy sources available for so long, many still
operate under the assumption that we will always have cheap energy. However, while it is still worth
striving for such a scenario, we must also consider the potential alternative that energy may become
significantly more expensive as we run out of cheap fossil fuels. As such, when considering the
economics of an alternative fuel platform, the question should not necessarily be “Can it compete with
oil?” but rather “Can it compete with other alternative fuel production platforms?” In an effort to answer
this question, this work strives to identify strengths and weaknesses of one potential platform, the
electrofuels platform, relative to other candidates. We further refine this analysis to the production of
hydrocarbons, which goes one step further towards a head-to-head comparison of a biofuel and crude oil
since it is a “drop-in” alternative that would have common downstream processing and distribution.
While it is difficult to say whether or not the electrofuels platform will win the battle of alternative fuels,
this analysis shows that there is still much to be improved upon and that the platform will likely be more
expensive than conventional fossil fuels for the foreseeable future. However, if no cheaper alternative can
be developed, the grim reality may simply be that energy (and liquid fuels in particular) will be much
more expensive in the future.
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Chapter 2
ARPA-E Electrofuels: The Next Potential Generation of Biofuels
In 2010, the Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E) introduced a new program
entitled “Electrofuels: Versatile Transportation Energy Solutions” aimed at developing a novel platform
for producing alternative liquid fuels. The baseline rationale behind the initiative was to address three
issues encountered in the current generation of biofuels: (1) the reliance of such technologies on the
inefficient process of photosynthesis, (2) the relatively energy- and resource-intensive nature of such
technologies, and (3) the utilization of large areas of land for feedstock production [7]. In order to address
these issues through the improvement in fuel production process efficiency and the reduction of the
platform footprint, the proposed platform involves the use of microorganisms which derive their energy
from electricity, and carbon from CO2 to directly produce the desired fuel molecule. As ARPA-E does not
explicitly require a particular fuel molecule to be produced in the electrofuels platform, there are several
fuels being considered. Included in this list are ethanol, butanol, biodiesel and certain triterpenes.
As one of the laboratories funded by the ARPA-E’s electrofuels initiative, members of The
Wayne Curtis Lab at The Pennsylvania State University have worked on developing various aspects of
the fuel production platform depicted schematically in Figure 2-1. The intent of the platform is to capture
solar energy via photovoltaic cells (which have demonstrated efficiencies upwards of 43% [8] in
comparison to the typical photosynthetic efficiency of 6%) and use the generated electricity to split water
into molecular hydrogen and oxygen. These gases, in addition to CO2 emmited from a coal-fired power
plant, will be fed to a microorganism, Rhodobacter capsulatus. This organism has the unique ability to
survive on these gases using H2 as its energy source, O2 as its oxidizing agent, and CO2 as its carbon
source. Further, this organism has been genetically engineered to produce the desired fuel molecule,
botryococcene. Botryococcene is a C34 hydrocarbon and is classified as a triterpene. Equation 2-1
represents the generic stoichiometric equation for cellular growth and fuel production where α, β, γ, δ, ε,
ζ, η, θ, ι, and κ represent the stoichiometric coefficients for the respective molecules.
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Equation 2-1. Stoichiometric equation for biomass and fuel production [9]
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Figure 2-1. Electrofuels production platform concept schematic
When considering this fuel production platform depicted in Figure 2-1, it may not seem logical to
go the extra step of converting usable and in-demand electricity to a liquid fuel. However, the intent of the
platform is to provide a reliable source of energy for the transportation sector. While electric vehicles
have already reached the market place, if the transition were to be made to a fully electric fleet, the United
States would likely have to heavily invest in expensive roadside charging infrastructure. Further, some
sort of storage system would likely be required due to the tremendous added stress on the electrical grid
associated with the massive increase in capacity and the variability of charging throughout the day. If the
process downstream of the photovoltaic cells can achieve a relatively high efficiency in an economic
fashion, the platform represents a means of augmenting our current transportation sector without
drastically altering our infrastructure. Additionally, the platform represents a means of providing liquid
fuels for heavy duty vehicles and planes that are less suitable to run on electricity.
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What makes this process so compatible with our current infrastructure is that the platform fuel
molecule, botryococcene, is considered a “drop-in” fuel that can be seamlessly adopted by our
transportation sector. This C34 hydrocarbon has demonstrated the ability to be processed in our refineries
and to produce favorable yields of gasoline, diesel and jet fuel [10]. One additional benefit of the fuel
molecule is that it phase separates with liquid water; this eliminates the need for energy intensive
distillation required for fuels such as ethanol (Figure 1-1).
Scientific and Engineering Aspects Required for Platform Success
While the proposed platform has potential as a next generation biofuel, it is still in its infancy
with several project aspects that need to be studied, developed and optimized before commercialization
can even be considered. Five of the most critical project elements are (1) the genetic engineering of the
organism, (2) the measurement of kinetic and yield parameters of the organism, (3) the design of a
bioreactor and development of a detailed operational procedure, (4) the design of a scaled-up fuelproduction process, and (5) the analysis of the process economics. Aspects of each one of these project
elements are currently under development in the Curtis Lab.
Genetic Engineering
Botryococcene, the target fuel molecule, is
not

naturally

produced

by

the

platform

microorganism, Rhodobacter capsulatus, but is
native to a strain of algae, Botryococcus braunii.
However,

botryococcene

demonstrates

many

advantages over other fuel molecules that have led
to its selection as the platform fuel molecule.
These advantages include

its resistance to

Figure 2-2. Apparatus used for screening of
genetically engineered strains

biological degradation, its ability to be harvested in situ since it is secreted outside of the cell, and its low
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requirement of industrial processing energy. In light of this decision, the foundation of the platform lies in
the introduction of the botryococcene production pathway into R. capsulatus from B. braunii by means of
genetic engineering. Once these genes have been successfully introduced, the organism will be further
genetically engineered to funnel as much of the energy input as possible into the production of fuel as
opposed to cellular growth in order to optimize the efficiency of fuel production. Figure 2-2 depicts an
apparatus developed by Nymul Khan and Ryan Johnson to screen genetically engineered strains for fuel
production capabilities.
Measurement of Kinetic and Yield Parameters
Before

scaling

up

the

process,

various kinetic parameters related to how fast
the organism grows as well as various yield
parameters related to how much it consumes
need to be measured. These parameters will
not only serve as a baseline for assessing
whether the culture is healthy, but will also be

Figure 2-3. Setup used to measure yield parameters

used to efficiently feed the organism without wasting valuable nutrients. Various measurements have
been conducted using a 25 mL reactor dubbed the “Autotrophinator” as well as using a gas-fed chemostat
(Figure 2-3). Nymul Khan constructed the chemostat depicted.
Bioreactor Design and Operational Procedure
The design of the bioreactor for commercial fuel production is by no means trivial in that it must
simultaneously address issues of safety and cost while achieving and maintaining a high culture density
and rate of mass transfer. The safety of the bioreactor must be considered first and foremost because of
the potentially explosive mixtures of hydrogen and oxygen that will be continuously fed to the culture.
Several strategies are currently being studied to mitigate the risk of explosion including feeding gas
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mixtures outside the explosive gas limit and developing smaller non-rigid reactors that would allow for a
less destructive explosion if one were to occur.
Additionally, since the intended product, oil, has a much
lower value relative to many products such as pharmaceuticals
produced by traditional bioreactors, the cost of the reactor cannot
be ignored and must be relatively cheap. For the same reason, the
operational cost of the reactor must be relatively low. However,
there is often a tradeoff between operational costs and the
achieved mass transfer rate, another important characteristic. To
address this issue, a literature study was conducted by Erik
Wolcott that compared the attainable mass transfer coefficient
with the operational cost for various types of reactors. Through
this analysis, the trickle bed reactor was identified as having the

Figure 2-4. Pilot-scale prototype
reactor

potential of providing both a high mass transfer coefficient as well as a low operating cost. Finally, being
able to attain a high density culture is critical for the process in that it can substantially cut down on the
required reactor size and subsequent capital costs. With all of these factors in mind, a prototype trickle
bed reactor has been constructed with a bed volume of 100 L (Figure 2-4).
Scaled-up Process Design
The above mentioned efforts to genetically engineer the organism, measure kinetic and yield
parameters, and design the reactor represent the first phase of the project. The second phase of the project,
dealing with the steps towards commercialization, includes the designing of the overall fuel production
platform. Included in this design are the reactors themselves and all additional supplementary equipment
such as the photovoltaic system, the electrolyzers, the oil-water separators, and the clarifiers. Chapter 3
focuses on the details of the scaled-up process design.
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Process Economics
Finally, before the platform can be commercialized, the process economics must be analyzed to
determine the true cost of the platform and to identify the point at which the platform can be competitive
in the marketplace. While the platform is unlikely to compete with cheap crude oil at today’s prices, the
price of crude oil is forecasted to continue to rise as demand rises and supply dwindles [11]. With this in
mind, this analysis serves the additional purpose of identifying economically limiting aspects of the
project with the notion of directing future research to reduce costs in these areas. The application of the
conclusions and cost-reducing strategies identified in this analysis may help to smooth the transition from
fossil fuels to alternative fuels such as those produced by the electrofuels platform. Chapter 4 focuses on
the details of the scaled-up process economics.
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Chapter 3
The Scaled-up Process Design of the Electrofuels Platform
With many lab-scale and pilot-scale aspects of the fuel production platform still under
development, it may seem premature to be designing a scaled-up process. However, constructing a
preliminary scaled-up design and conducting an associated economic analysis was considered at this stage
in the project to determine the true economic potential of the fuel production platform and to identify
economic bottlenecks. Additionally, ARPA-E mandates that the electrofuels project include such an
economic evaluation. The scaled-up process that has been designed is based around a daily production
rate of 5,000 bpd of oil (795,000 L/d). As a reference, the largest ethanol producing facility in the United
States as of 2012 had a nameplate capacity of a little over 27,000 bpd while the average facility produced
around 4,500 bpd [12]. While any outside boundary limit (OBL) equipment should be considered in the
final economic analysis, only the inside boundary limit (IBL) equipment has been designed and taken into
account in this preliminary analysis. A simplified schematic of the overall process design is depicted in
Figure 3-1 with more detailed schematics of each major unit provided in the subsequent sections devoted
to that respective unit.
The centerpiece of the process depicted in Figure 3-1 is the reactor, which represents the site of
fuel production. All additional process units represent a means of supporting and optimizing the reactor
productivity in some way or another. The photovoltaic panels supply the required energy for fuel
production; the electrolysis cells convert the electricity into a useable form of chemical energy for the
organism in the reactor; the oil-water separator removes oil from the system; the fuel filtration system
removes any cells that have been carried away with the fuel; the cell clarifier removes water that is
produced by metabolism in the reactor and allows for the recycling of cells back to the reactor; and finally
the cell waste clarifier removes cell waste from the effluent water so that this water can be further
processed and sent back to the electrolysis cells for reuse.
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Figure 3-1. Process design overview
Reactors
Through an extensive literature comparison of different reactor types, the trickle bed reactor was
previously identified by Erik Wolcott and further refined by Nymul Khan as having the most potential in
terms of delivering a high rate of mass transfer at a relatively low operational cost. A preliminary process
flow diagram of the reactor system (Figure 3-2) depicts the trickle bed reactor along with all major
supplementary equipment (excluding process controls) deemed necessary for reactor operation. Although
only one reactor system is depicted here, a total of 6 systems are required for the production rate of 5,000
bpd. Only one media mix tank, which will supply all 6 reactors with fresh media, is needed.
As water and oil accumulate in the system, they will be drawn off by the reactor effluent pump,
P200, and sent to the oil-water separator. In order to maintain adequate reactor wetting and liquid holdup, a recycle loop is required, powered by the recycle pump, P210. This recycle loop provides the
additional benefit of allowing for a much-needed means of temperature control stemming from the
inefficiencies of cellular metabolism and fuel production which will produce significant heat. The cooling
water heat exchanger, H210, and associated bypass provide this means of temperature control. In addition
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to the cooling loop recycle and bypass recycle streams, there are two additional streams fed to the top of
the reactor, a cell recycle stream coming from the cell clarifier and a fresh media stream coming from the
media mix tank.
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Figure 3-2. Process flow diagram of the reactor system
As the platform centerpiece, the design of the process began with the extensive modeling of the
reactor. However, since the platform is still under development and certain parameters have yet to be
determined and/or optimized, several assumptions (Table 3-1) had to be made. These assumptions
represent an optimistic scenario and may not be practically attainable. This “best case” scenario approach
was followed with the rationale of determining the true cost of the fully optimized platform and to
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identify where it stands economically in relation to other energy platforms. While the platform was
hypothesized to be more expensive than cheap crude oil at today’s prices ($90-$100/bbl) [1], this
approach provides a reasonable estimate for how much we should be expecting to pay for liquid fuels in
the future as fossil fuels begin to run out. In general, what differentiates alternative liquid fuels from
crude oil is that alternative fuels must be synthesized while crude must simply be extracted from the
ground. Synthetic processes tend to be more extensive than extraction processes and thus tend to be more
expensive. Each assumption listed in Table 3-1 was made based on what was considered to be potentially
attainable as well as what would be required to attain reasonable economics.
Table 3-1. Summary of reactor-related assumptions

Cell Residence Time
O2 Mass Transfer Coefficient
Conversion Efficiency
Fuel Production Rate
Cell Concentration
Wetting Rate

Reactor Assumptions
80
1,000
74%
9.7
15
50

(d)
(1/hr)
(kg fuel/kg cell/d)
(gDW/L)
(m3/m2/d)

Cell Residence Time
To achieve the highest possible efficiency of converting solar energy to the final fuel product, the
percentage of energy used to produce cells must be minimized while diverting most of the energy to
actual fuel production. To do so, the reactor must be operated in such a way that the cells are essentially
not growing (stationary phase) yet are still producing fuel. The residence time of 80 days was selected
based on R. capsulatus’s maintenance coefficient and yield on hydrogen such that 95% of the H2
consumed by the organism was used for pure maintenance while only 5% was used for actual cell growth.
While a zero-growth scenario would be ideal, there must be some cell turnover to prevent cell waste from
accumulating, hence the choice of a nominal 5% growth rate.
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O2 Mass Transfer Coefficient
For a process in which both the carbon source and the energy source are provided via the gas
phase, mass transfer represents an inherent constraint. This differs from traditional fermentation in which
both the carbon source and the energy source are readily available in the liquid phase. To alleviate this
constraint, a high mass transfer coefficient must be attained at a relatively low operational cost per unit
volume; the trickle bed reactor does just that, as previously mentioned.
While the oxygen mass transfer coefficient of 1000 (1/hr) may be slightly ambitious, this goal
value was selected based on an extensive analysis of mass transfer coefficients for trickle bed reactors
presented in the literature. Unfortunately, the study of mass transfer coefficients in a prototype reactor just
started as of February 2013. The goal of this effort to attain a mass transfer coefficient at least close to
1000 (1/hr) is ongoing, and avenues related to increasing the turbulence in the reactor and altering the
direction of flow are being pursued. Once again, this optimistic value was assumed to identify if the
process could achieve reasonable economics under ideal conditions. Attaining a high mass transfer
coefficient is beneficial in that it is directly proportional to the rate at which fuel can be produced per unit
culture volume of reactor since the culture will be operating under mass transfer limited conditions.
Conversion Efficiency of H2 to Hydrocarbon
In the modeling of the reactor, the energetics of cell production and maintenance were decoupled
from the energetics of fuel production to allow for a wider degree of model versatility. Therefore, a
parameter referred to as the “conversion efficiency” was defined to represent the energetic efficiency of
producing fuel from hydrogen independent of cell production and maintenance as defined by Equation
3-1. As a point of clarification, when referring to the “fuel production process efficiency”, what is meant
is the overall platform efficiency of converting solar energy to liquid fuel chemical energy. Alternatively,
the parameter “conversion efficiency” refers to the definition provided in Equation 3-1 and is only
reflective of the step of converting hydrogen to fuel.
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Equation 3-1

In this equation, “ηFuel” represents the fuel conversion efficiency, “ΔHFuel” represents the higher
heating value of botryococcene in kJ/mol, “nFuel” represents the moles of fuel in the balanced
stoichiometric equation, “ΔHH2” represents the higher heating value of hydrogen in kJ/mol and “nH2”
represents the moles of hydrogen in the balanced stoichiometric equation.
The fuel conversion efficiency is inherently linked to its stoichiometry. Equation 3-2 represents
the generic equation for fuel production with α’, β’, γ’, ι’, and β’’ representing the stoichiometric
coefficients of each respective molecule. This “chemical reaction” does not include the complexity of
biomass represented in Equation 2-1, but focuses on fuel synthesis.
Equation 3-2
→
Equation 3-2 can be balanced in many ways (Table 3-2) with oxygen appearing as a reactant, a
product or neither. The exact way in which the equation is balanced dictates the efficiency. The most
extreme case where all of the oxygen leaves the system as O2 as opposed to H2O is not energetically
favorable as reflected by the efficiency of over 100%. The efficiency decreases as more of the oxygen
leaves the system as water which is also reflected by a higher H2 consumption. While the actual efficiency
of fuel production will be measured empirically at a later stage of the project, at this point, the fuel
conversion efficiency was set to the point at which there is no net consumption or production of O2 for
fuel production which corresponds to 74% conversion efficiency as defined by Equation 3-1. From a mass
balance perspective, if the difference in hydrogen content between the cells and botryococcene is taken
into account, the fuel yield on hydrogen corresponding to this efficiency is almost identical to the
measured cellular yield on hydrogen. However, while this value is tied to the cellular yield from a mass
balance perspective, it may not as closely match in terms of an energy balance. As such, it is completely
conceivable that this value is too high as suggested by similar metabolic modeling [9]. Considering all
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assumptions made, the assumption for the conversion efficiency may be one of the weakest. As such, it
should be further refined, particularly because it has a significant impact on the economics of the
platform. Yet once again, it represents the optimistic upper limit consistent with the overall modeling
approach.
Table 3-2. Various forms of the balanced stoichiometric equation for fuel production

α’
29
73
97
121

H2

Reactants
β’
12
O2
12
12
12

γ’
34
34
34
34

CO2

1
1
1
1

C34H58

Products
ι’
0
H2O
44
68
92

Efficiency
β’’
34
12
0
0

O2

249%
100%
74%
60%

Fuel Production Rate
The fuel production rate is defined as an intensive property of the cells; i.e. it is expressed as
kilograms of fuel produced per kilogram of cell within the reactor per day. The exact value of the fuel
production rate will be dependent upon how well the organism can be genetically engineered; the greater
the portion of the cellular metabolism devoted to fuel production, the larger the fuel production rate will
be. Since it is so early on in the analysis, predicting the exact value of the fuel production rate is
somewhat difficult. As such the selected value of 9.7 kg/kg/d may not be attainable, but yet is still
technically feasible. At the specified cell concentration and residence time, this value results in the system
becoming mass transfer limited. In other words, the production of fuel consumes all the remaining
transferred gases not already consumed by cellular growth and maintenance. As mentioned, the validity of
this assumption is based on the ability of our genetic engineers and reactor control engineers to alter and
control the organism such that the majority of its incoming energy is used to produce fuel.
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Cell Concentration
For a given fuel production rate and mass transfer rate, increasing the cell concentration allows
for more fuel to be produced per unit volume of reactor up until the point at which mass transfer
limitation is attained. As such, increasing the cell concentration to this point can decrease capital costs by
requiring smaller reactors. With this in mind, a relatively-high, yet reasonably attainable, cell
concentration of 15 g/L was chosen. While cell concentrations upwards of 90 g/L [13] have been
achieved for organisms growing under chemoautotrophic conditions, striving to achieve such high
densities does not necessarily make sense due to requiring very high mass transfer rates. Once mass
transfer limitation has been attained, further increasing the cell concentration will divert nutrients away
from fuel production in order to satisfy the higher demands of cellular growth and maintenance. Figure
3-3 depicts the utilization of hydrogen for fuel production, cell maintenance, and cell growth as a function
of cell concentration based on a system with a mass transfer coefficient of 1000 (1/hr). The data presented
in Figure 3-3 is based on the process modeling and measured yield and maintenance coefficient
parameters. At the selected cell concentration of 15 gDW/L, over 95% of the hydrogen is utilized for fuel
production. Alternatively, at the cell concentration of 90 gDW/L, only about 70% is utilized for fuel
production. While the hydrogen requirements for cell growth and maintenance per unit cell does not
actually change, the fact that there are more cells present per unit volume results in a higher consumption
by the cells themselves and thus leaves less of the transferred gases available for fuel production.
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Figure 3-3. Distribution of hydrogen use as a function of cell concentration
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Wetting Rate
The wetting rate of 50 m3/m2/d was selected within the recommended range of 3 to 176 m3/m2/d
suggested by a commercial trickle bed supplier, Brentwood Industries [14]. The flow rate was selected on
the lower end of the range based on the assumption that the reactors would be operated under low flow
conditions to minimize operational costs. A value somewhat higher than the absolute minimum was
selected to get a reasonable idea of the relative magnitude of the cost of the pumps and their operation in
the case that a higher wetting rate is necessary to meet the kLa requirement. Because of this somewhat
arbitrary selection of the wetting rate, future work will entail refining this value. However, the wetting
rate has a much smaller impact on the process economics compared to some of the other parameters;
pumps and pumping is fairly inexpensive.
Photovoltaic Cells
The total amount of electricity required to power all aspects of the platform including the
electrolyzers and pumps was determined by process modeling. Based on this value, the size of the
photovoltaic system required to produce the goal 5,000 bpd of oil was calculated to be 2,670 MW
assuming an over-design factor of 10% and a capacity factor of 25%. The overdesign factor was included
to account for any unanticipated requirements for electricity to ensure that the operation of the facility did
not result in any net consumption of grid electricity. The capacity factor of a solar power plant represents
the actual energy output per day divided by the maximum output assuming continuous operation at the
nameplate capacity. Unlike power plants running on say coal or natural gas which can conceivably
operate with a capacity factor of 100%, photovoltaic power plants typically have a capacity factor of
around 25%. This reduced value is the result of their inability to generate electricity at night and tendency
to produce less than their maximum output at points during the day when solar flux is reduced. In other
words, a 2,670 MW PV power plant only generates that much power on clear sunny days when the sun is
high in the sky. The size of the required solar facility highlights just how ambitious this reasonably sized
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fuel production facility is; it is roughly 10 times larger than the largest photovoltaic power plant
constructed as of 2012, which is the Agua Caliente Power Plant in Arizona at 250 MW [15]. On the other
hand, this is fairly small compared to total PV capacity in Germany of 24,820 MW [16].
Electrolysis Cells
Like the photovoltaic system, the electrolysis system (Figure 3-4) would likely represent one of
the largest electrolysis systems built to date at a capacity of roughly 300,000 kg H2/d [17]. The design of
this system was based on electrolyzer efficiencies [17] and costs [18] provided in the literature.
Considering the electrolyzer process flow diagram (Figure 3-4), it may seem advantageous to sell the
excess oxygen as opposed to simply venting it to the atmosphere. However, if this platform is
implemented on a large scale, it is unlikely that there will be a market big enough to sell all the produced
oxygen. In such a scenario, the oxygen would not be considered a value stream. The potential for using
O2 in an advanced oxy-combustion coal power plant to facilitate CO2 capture [19] would be an intriguing
concept to pursue.
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Oil-Water Separator
One of the benefits of botryococcene as a fuel molecule that led to its selection is that it phase
separates with water allowing for a potentially easy separation with a low energy requirement. The reactor
effluent, which contains both oil and water, is fed to the oil-water separator (Figure 3-5) which allows for
the settling and complete separation of these two phases. The separated oil is sent to a filtration unit while
the aqueous phase is sent to the cell clarifier.
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Figure 3-5. Process flow diagram of the oil-water separator
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Figure 3-6. Process flow diagram of the fuel filtration
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system, several types of filters were considered. Though it may not be the most suitable filter, a plate
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frame filter was selected for this analysis as it is fairly representative of the cost of the various filter
options.
Clarifiers
The final two units of the process design are the cell clarifier and the cell waste clarifier (Figure
3-7) which serve the purpose of settling out and concentrating cells and cellular waste. As the cells in the
reactor produce fuel, they also produce the byproduct of water. While this metabolic water could be
prevented from accumulating in the reactor by removing the separated water stream as a waste stream,
this would result in a much higher cellular turnover rate than what is desired. Therefore, in order to
achieve the cellular residence time of 80 days (or anywhere close to that number for that matter), the cells
in the separated water stream must be concentrated and recycled back to the reactor while allowing for the
dilute water stream to be sent on to the cell waste clarifier. The actual residence time of the cells will be
controlled by adjusting the relative flow rates of the cell recycle stream and the cell turnover stream
(Figure 3-7). It should be noted that Rhodobacter capsulatus is a quorum sensing bacteria, and it may
significantly immobilize within the trickle bed reactor. If it does, it could reduce the required size of the
clarifiers as immobilization reduces the amount of cells leaving the reactor. The cells that do leave are in
the form of large aggregates; large cell aggregates are easier to settle.
The cell waste clarifier functions in the same fashion as the cell clarifier, but has the alternative
purpose of removing any cellular waste and dead cells that accumulate in the system. Cellular debris
typically takes longer to settle than living cells and therefore will be removed in this second clarifier
which will have a lower overflow rate (longer settling time). Both the cell turnover stream and the cellular
waste streams will be sent to sludge processing, a process not considered in this analysis and grouped into
the category of OBL equipment. Similarly, the overflow of the cell waste clarifier will be sent to waste
water processing (another component of the OBL) and recycled back to the electrolyzers. The availability
of excess oxygen from the electrolysis process would permit use of efficient waste water processes such
as UNOX and auto-thermal aerobic digestion (ATAD) systems.
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Chapter 4
The Economic Analysis of the Electrofuels Platform
The electrofuels platform has recently been suggested as a promising platform in terms of
producing alternative liquid fuels. Therefore, its continued development represents the pragmatic decision
that provides us with a greater likelihood of being able to meet our future energy demands. Despite the
fact that it is unlikely to compete with cheap oil for the foreseeable future, such sources are limited and
must be someday replaced no matter the cost of the substitute. In an effort to prevent the price of these
future fuels from being unbearably high, an economic analysis of the electrofuels platform was conducted
to highlight limiting areas and direct future research. This chapter focuses on the economics of the
platform including an analysis of the major associated costs as well as a discussion of several cost saving
measures. As a note, all dollar amounts are provided in 2010 dollars.
Cost Saving Measures
Throughout the design process, several somewhat-unconventional strategies were devised in an
effort to reduce the overall platform costs and make it more palatable. These strategies include the tandem
operation of a coal-fired power plant with the photovoltaic system to provide a steady supply of
electricity, and a cost-effective mode of operation of the reactor.
Strategy 1: Tandem Operation
One of the inherent issues of any solar based power supply is that energy is only available during
the day while, in an industrial process, it is economically advantageous to produce fuel round the clock.
Further, in the case of a biological system, continuous operation becomes obligatory since cells simply
cannot “turn on and off”. This issue of the intermittency of the photovoltaic system could be addressed in
three principal ways: (1) by producing all the required electricity during the day and storing the electricity
with batteries; (2) by producing all the required hydrogen and oxygen during the day, compressing the
gasses and storing them for use at night; and (3) by operating in tandem with a coal-fired power plant to
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provide a steady supply of electricity throughout the day and night. This last strategy provides several
advantages over the other two in terms of economics, logistics and safety.
The basic premise of the proposed tandem operation is depicted in Figure 4-1. During the day
when solar energy is available, the electrolysis system will be completely powered by the photovoltaic
cells. The excess electricity coming from the photovoltaic system in addition to all of the electricity
coming from the coal-fired power plant will be sent to the electric grid. Alternatively, at night, the
electrolysis system will be completely powered by the coal-fired power plant with the remaining
electricity being sent to the grid. While it may seem counterintuitive to use “dirty” and nonrenewable coal
to power a renewable energy source, the total amount of photovoltaic electricity sent to the grid during the
day is equal to the total amount of coal-based electricity used by the platform during the night. The size of
the photovoltaic system was designed based on this principal. As such, the platform can be considered a
“net-zero” consumer of coal-based electricity; the coal-fired power plant simply represents a means of
reallocating electricity to when it is needed. It should also be recalled that the CO2 emitted from the coalfired power plant is utilized and stored by the platform.
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1000 MW

Coal Plant

Electric Grid

Coal Plant

660 MW

Photovoltaics

340 MW

Electric Grid

Electrolysis

Electrolysis
Photovoltaics

Figure 4-1. Coal-PV tandem operation concept schematic
As an alternative to battery storage and hydrogen gas storage, the strategy provides several
noteworthy advantages. First, the strategy provides the benefit of redistributing grid electricity to peak
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hours of the day. Without the strategy, the 1,000 MW of power coming from the coal-fired power plant
would be provided consistently round the clock. However, with the strategy, a maximum of over 3,000
MW of combined power would be provided to the grid during the day while only 340 MW would be
provided during the off-peak hours of the night. As a point of clarification, though 660 MW of electricity
is provided by the coal-fired power plant steadily throughout the night, the photovoltaic system will not
provide a steady supply of 660 MW of electricity to the grid during the day. Alternatively, the
photovoltaic system will supply more than 660 MW when the sun is high in the sky and less than 660
MW when it is near the horizon. Despite these fluctuations, the time average production rate during the
day will offset the 660 MW provided by the coal-fired power plant at night.
Specifically in relation to the hydrogen compression and storage option, the tandem strategy
provides four distinct advantages: (1) it eliminates costly compression and storage, (2) it improves the
platform efficiency, (3) it reduces the electrolyzer capital cost, and (4) it reduces the risk of a hydrogen
explosion. Considering the eliminated costs of the compressors, enormous gas storage facilities, and
operation of the compressors; the strategy saves around $40 per barrel of oil produced. Seeing that crude
oil is currently (2013) selling for around $90 to $100/bbl, this represents a substantial cost reduction. As a
reference to the rest of the platform, the equipment that would be required for compression would
increase the capital cost of the platform by roughly 140% while the operation of the compressors would
increase the electricity use by about 4% (Table 4-1). The electricity cost savings specified is based on the
optimistic DOE estimate of PV LCOE falling to 5¢/kWh by 2020. This additional consumption of
electricity to power the compressors reduces the efficiency of fuel production.
Table 4-1. Summary of compression costs
Added Cost ($/bbl)
Capital
Electricity
Cooling Water

$
$
$

34.35
5.03
0.42
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Furthermore by allowing the electrolyzers to run around the clock as opposed to just during the
day, the strategy cuts the required electrolysis capital in half, which represents an equivalent savings of
around $12/bbl. Finally, the storage of hydrogen gas represents a serious explosion hazard. Even when
compressed to 70 atm, the hydrogen storage facility would require 24 x 1,300 m3 tanks. Having such an
immense volume of hydrogen on site is an explosion hazard that is eliminated by the tandem strategy,
which allows for an on-demand supply of hydrogen. As such, there is only the volume of hydrogen
present in the reactor at any given time.
While the tandem strategy surely reduces costs by eliminating the need for batteries in the battery
storage strategy, no quantitative savings figure was calculated.
Strategy 2: Smart Reactor Operation
The second strategy for reducing the platform costs is based on smart reactor operation. Critical
parameters were identified which, if optimized, have the potential of significantly reducing the cost of the
platform. The details of how each one of these parameters improves the economics of the platform is
discussed in Chapter 3 and summarized in Table 4-2.
Table 4-2. Summary of smart reactor operation parameters
Parameter
↑ Cell Culture Density
↑ Reactor Mass Transfer Rate
↑ Cell Residence Time
Reactor: Low-Flow Trickle Bed

Result
↓ Capital Cost
↑ Fuel Production Rate
↑ Fuel Production Process Efficiency
↓ Operating Costs

Economic Analysis
With the above mentioned strategies in place, the capital cost of each piece of required equipment
was determined using AspenTech software, the results of which are depicted in Figure 4-2. However, the
capital cost of the photovoltaic cells [8] and electrolysis cells [18] were calculated based on literature
data. The specified cost of the photovoltaic cells considers all associated costs including the modules
themselves, the inverter, the land, the installation, the permitting and the sales tax [8]. The cost of the
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electrolysis cells was calculated based on provided capital cost data for systems of various capacities [18].
An exponent scaling factor of 0.6 was used to calculate the capital cost of the scale required. The data
provided was fit to a function (Equation 4-1) employing said factor. In this equation, the capital cost “C2”
is related to the capital cost “C1” through the relationship between their capacities “K2” and “K1”.
Equation 4-1

In general, the capital cost analysis provides insight into the overall economics of the platform in
two ways: (1) by identifying the relative costs of the various components and (2) by quantifying the
relative magnitude of the capital cost in relation to the fixed and operating costs. As can be seen in Figure
4-2, the costs of the components varied greatly, falling over a range of 5 orders of magnitude. As such,
the equipment was grouped into categories of low cost (green), medium cost (yellow), and high cost (red).
The only component that fell into the category of high cost, the photovoltaic system, was over 100 times
more expensive than the next most expensive component. As a result, the cost of the photovoltaic system
represents the limiting aspect in terms of the platform achieving economic viability. Because of this, in all
subsequent analyses, the photovoltaic system has been removed from the capital cost component and is
considered as its own factor in terms of its levelized cost of electricity (LCOE).
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Figure 4-2. Process equipment capital cost summary
Excluding the photovoltaic system, the capital cost of the platform is fairly reasonable, coming to
a total of $24.44/bbl assuming an after-tax rate of return of 15% (Figure 4-3). While the fixed cost
component was much smaller than the capital cost component at $8.81/bbl, the operating cost component
was slightly higher at $28.49/bbl. The main constituent of the operating cost that turned out to be the
second most expensive aspect of the project next to the photovoltaics was the CO 2. While CO2 is readily
emitted from coal and natural gas-fired power plants, the exhaust gas from such sources contains more
than just CO2 and must be purified for platform use because the process requires 100% utilization of H2
and thus cannot have a major vent. At an estimated cost of $58/tonne [20], purified CO2 from a coal-fired
power plant results in the equivalent platform cost of $26.41/bbl.
Overall, the total cost of the platform less the photovoltaics was estimated to be around
$61.74/bbl, a price well below the target sales price of $127/bbl. However, as mention before, the
photovoltaic system represents a much larger cost and will in all likelihood preclude the platform from
attaining economic success throughout the foreseeable future. Further, only the components specified
were considered in the economic analysis. While an attempt was made to include the most relevant costs,
there are certain components that were not rigorously considered. Included in this list are the
micronutrients required by the organism to survive as well as any outside boundary limit (OBL)
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equipment. However, as a preliminary analysis, the study is still of great use and has succeeded in its
primary goal of providing insight into expensive components and determining the overall economic
potential of the platform.
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Figure 4-3. Summary of capital, fixed, and operating costs
While the combined capital, fixed and operating costs of the platform fell well below the target
sales price, the cost of PV electricity results in a required selling price far higher than the target sales price
of $127/bbl (based on the DOE’s estimate of the 2020 price of oil) [11]. In order to achieve this target
sales price, the LCOE of PV electricity would have to be 2.25¢/kWh, a value that is quite unrealistic. As a
reference, the DOE estimates that the average unsubsidized LCOE of utility-scale photovoltaics in 2010
ranged from 18 to 24¢/kWh, thus requiring a much higher selling price of oil [8]. Even with the DOE’s
ambitious goal of reducing the LCOE of PV electricity down to 5-6¢/kWh by 2020 [8], oil would have to
be selling upwards of $205-$235/bbl for the platform to be economical. These milestone prices are
depicted in Figure 4-4 which presents the required platform selling price of oil as a function of the price
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of PV electricity. The “platform selling price” represents the price of oil required to attain an ATROR of
15%. Figure 4-4 also demonstrates the significance of the cost of the photovoltaic cells in relation to the
remaining platform components. While the “y-intercept” (~$62/bbl) represents the combined capital,
fixed and operating costs; the additional vertical distance to the platform selling price is representative of
the PV costs.
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Chapter 5
The Future of the Electrofuels Platform
Regardless of whether or not a given alternative fuel platform can compete with fossil fuels, its
long-term future success depends on whether or not it can compete with other available alternative
platforms. Therefore when comparing the long term potential of the various alternative fuel platforms
under development, both the advantages and disadvantages of each platform must be explored in detail.
Specifically, the success of any particular platform will depend on how well it balances 1) economics, 2)
efficiency, and 3) sustainability of materials relative to its competitors. While further analysis will need to
be conducted to analyze these other platforms, this chapter focuses on where the electrofuels platform
stands in terms of these three categories. Additionally, a brief discussion is provided in regards to how
certain beneficial aspects of the electrofuels platform could be utilized in other platforms.
Economics
The economic analysis of the electrofuels platform was based on several optimistic assumptions
in regards to certain physical parameters including the cell culture density, mass transfer coefficient,
liquid hold up, cell residence time, and fuel conversion efficiency. If these assumptions can be met and
the photovoltaic LCOE can be reduced to 5¢/kWh, oil produced from the electrofuels platform will likely
cost around $205/bbl. Though clearly higher than the estimated 2020 price of crude ($127/bbl) [11], as
one of the most promising alternative fuel platforms to date, these prices represent what we should expect
to pay for liquid fuels as fossil fuels gradually run out and are replaced with alternatives.
With so many variables yet to be determined that are influential to the overall platform process
efficiency, it is hard to say at this time whether or not the electrofuels platform will be cheaper than other
alternative liquid fuels. Specifically in reference to algal biofuels, the electrofuels platform has two
additional upstream components, photovoltaics and electrolyzers, which were identified as being the first
and third most expensive platform components respectively. Though algal biofuels face a fair share of
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their own economic struggles, this is a clear hurdle that the electrofuels platform must offset in some way
if it is to compete with such a platform. As such, there should be a continued effort to pursue additional
means of reducing the overall platform cost knowing full well that the platform will still be somewhat
pricey even with the above mentioned cost saving measures and optimized parameters. Strategies that
were not analyzed in detail though could potentially reduce costs include developing a feed strategy that
allows for the avoidance of CO2 purification; developing a low-cost, hybrid photovoltaic electrolyzer; and
constructing unconventional reactors out of low-cost materials such as plastic.
Though these strategies may result in significant cost reductions, it is likely that the affordability
of liquid fuels will rely upon significant improvements in vehicular efficiencies being made. If fuel prices
do in fact double, the increased cost could at least be partially offset by improving vehicle efficiency. This
would allow for consumers to pay a similar amount per mile traveled even though the price per gallon
may have doubled.
Efficiency
Though the electrofuels platform does not necessarily have a lower efficiency relative to
photosynthesis-based systems, it may not have as high of an efficiency as was initially suggested by
ARPA-E. Specifically, the electrofuels platform was initially proposed based on the premise of
photovoltaic cells demonstrating higher efficiencies relative to photosynthesis (<43% compared to <6%).
However, this premise does not compare apples to apples [8]. Photosynthetic efficiency refers to the
amount of solar energy captured by the cell and subsequently converted into stored chemical energy.
Therefore, in order to compare the electrofuels efficiency to this photosynthetic efficiency, all steps
leading up to the production of chemical bonds within cells must be considered. These steps include the
capture of solar energy by the photovoltaic system, the production of hydrogen by the electrolyzers, and
the production of cells. Since these processes occur in series, the overall efficiency is equal to the product
of the photovoltaic efficiency, the electrolysis efficiency, and the organism’s efficiency of capturing
energy from hydrogen gas. Considering the crystalline silicon photovoltaic cell which had the largest
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market share as of 2010, the overall electrofuels efficiency of producing cells is roughly 5.8% compared
to roughly 6% for photosynthesis (Table 5-1). As such, crystalline silicon cells employed in the
electrofuels platform do not yield a higher efficiency relative to photosynthesis. Even if the most efficient
photovoltaic cells to date are considered, the overall efficiency can only reach a meager 13.8%. As a
result, the electrofuels platform is not as superior in terms of efficiency as was initially claimed. As an
aside, these efficiencies referred to are not the same as the fuel production process efficiency; the
efficiency of fuel production requires one additional step to be considered: the percentage of produced
chemical energy that is stored as fuel as opposed to cellular material.
Table 5-1. Comparison of the electrofuels and photosynthetic efficiency
Efficiency
PV [8]
Electrolysis [17]
Hydrogen Use [9]
Electrofuels
Photosynthesis

2010 Crystalline Silicon PV
18.0%
82.1%
[39.0%]
5.8%

Highest Efficiency PV
43.0%
82.1%
[39.0%]
13.8%
6.0%

Sustainability of Materials
With a growing energy demand and only a fixed amount of natural resources at our disposal, a
successful alternative fuel will need to be easily implemented on a large-scale and be based on sustainable
materials. While the electrofuels platform may potentially meet these criteria, the extra material required
for the photovoltaics and electrolyzers may make the platform less sustainable than a platform such as an
algal biofuel platform. Alternatively, one of the constraints of algal biofuels is the large demand for water.
Open pond systems have the issue of water loss due to evaporation in addition to what is already required
for cellular metabolism. Some estimates of water lost to evaporation are as high as several gallons of
water lost per gallon of fuel produced [21]. Though the electrofuels platform still requires water for its
operation, as a closed system, it is not susceptible to the added loss due to evaporation. Therefore in
regards to sustainability of materials, neither platform can necessarily be considered the clear winner.
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Contributions to Other Platforms
Even if the electrofuels platform does not become the next successful generation of biofuels, it
still has several desirable attributes that could be utilized in future generations of biofuels. For example,
the platform fuel molecule that is the basis of this analysis, botryococcene, has several advantages over
other fuel molecules such as ethanol and butanol. Not only is botryococcene resistant to biological
degradation, but it also easily phase separates with water. Resistance to biological degradation is
conducive to non-axenic and open-air biofuels platforms while the ability to phase separate with water
allows for a much higher fuel production process efficiency and EROI. Further, as a “drop-in” fuel,
botryococcene production on a large-scale would not require substantial changes in our transportation
system infrastructure [9]. As such, the production of botryococcene in other alternative platforms beyond
the electrofuels platform could be quite advantageous.
Additionally, the use of a gas fed organism to produce liquid fuels still has related utility. The
ability to cheaply and efficiently convert gaseous fuels, namely methane, to liquid fuels is very desirable.
Not only would this allow for surplus natural gas supplies in regions such as the Marcellus Shale to be
converted to in-demand gasoline, but it would allow for associated gas in oil reservoirs to be converted to
a liquid as opposed to simply being flared. Flaring of associated natural gas is very common, particularly
in regions where there isn’t the infrastructure to transport the gas to market. “Biological Fischer-Tropsch”
could provide a distributed technology to increase energy density and allow for transportation. ARPA-E
has just created a new program entitled “Reducing Emissions Using Methanotrophic Organisms for
Transportation Energy (REMOTE)” aimed at developing a cheap means of converting natural gas to
liquid fuels using biological species [22]. Such a platform could utilize the portion of the electrofuels
process design downstream of the electrolysis cells almost seamlessly.
Finally, even if the platform does not win the battle of alternative fuels, it may still be
implemented on a small scale with a slightly different purpose in mind. If photovoltaics become
increasingly more prevalent, there will likely be a need for a cheap and efficient means of energy storage
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to reduce grid stress. The electrofuels platform could be that means of storage. In such a case, the
photovoltaic cells would not be constructed with the express purpose of producing liquid fuels, but rather
the platform would be used to smooth out supply to more closely match demand.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
Benefits of this Type of Analysis
The procedure of constructing a scaled up process design and conducting an in-depth economic
analysis at such an early stage of the development of the electrofuels platform was identified as being a
highly advantageous exercise. Even with prior experience in process design and economics through my
completion of the chemical engineering senior design course a year early, the development of the
electrofuels process design and economic analysis was significantly less straightforward than initially
anticipated. This was in large part the result of the platform representing such a cutting edge technology
with no straightforward precedence in terms of the approach to take in pursuing its development. Because
of this, the exercise helped to identify several nuances to the platform that may have otherwise been
overlooked and allowed to lead the project astray. Further, the exercise highlighted critical platform focal
areas that were to key to the commercial success of the platform; as such this exercise allowed for
research to be reoriented to address the largest platform shortcomings in these areas. Finally, even though
such a preliminary economic analysis may not be rigorously accurate because of the nature of its
assumptions, it can be very useful in determining whether or not a project is worth pursuing before too
much time and money are invested in its development.
Electrofuels and the Future of Biofuels
In regards to the future of biofuels, I believe that we must move beyond our current generation
based largely upon ethanol if biofuels are ever to become a serious contributor to our energy profile.
However, I also believe that the next successful generation of biofuels will attain its success by balancing
economics, efficiency and sustainability. Even if it can’t compete with crude oil for the foreseeable future
at an estimated cost of $205/bbl, the electrofuels platform may represent one of our best options in terms
of alternative liquid fuels as conventional fossil fuels begin to run out. With this in mind, this analysis is
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quite valuable in that it has brought to light several of the advantages and disadvantages of a platform that
may well represent our primary source of liquid fuels in the future. By presenting these findings to
ARPA-E and the other labs pursuing the electrofuels initiative, the initiative can hopefully be reoriented
to pursue avenues demonstrating the greatest potential in terms of achieving commercial-scale economic
success so that one day we can live in a world fueled by clean and renewable energy.
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Appendix A
Summary of Career in Undergraduate Research
Graduating high school at the top of my class and beginning my career in the honors college,
involvement in undergraduate research appeared to me almost as a necessity. As such, I began working
under Dr. Wayne Curtis the very first semester of my freshman year (Fall 2009) and continued to do so
throughout my entire undergraduate career. In addition to working in the lab throughout all four academic
years, I also spent the summers of 2010 and 2011 working full time in the lab. Over this time period, I
worked on a wide range of projects with a diverse and ever changing group of individuals as described
below.
As a freshman with little experience in the lab yet an interest in both biological systems and
chemical engineering, I started my career in the lab working under Brandon Curtis learning basic
laboratory techniques. Some of these techniques included working in a sterile environment; making fresh
media; inoculating liquid and solid media with bacteria; measuring optical density (OD), cell dry weight,
cell count, and packed cell volume (PCV); and checking for contamination through streak plating.
The development of these basic lab skills naturally led to the undertaking of my first major
project in the lab. This project focused on exploring the applicability of optical density in monitoring
biological cultures and in serving as a proxy measurement for biomass. While it was initially intended as
an introductory project, my work with OD expanded in scope and ended up representing the focal work of
my first two years in the lab. This work culminated in the publication of a scientific paper in the open
source journal BMC Biophysics with the title “Improving accuracy of cell and chromophore
concentration measurements with optical density”.
A portion of this work involving the exploration of packed cell volume in monitoring biological
cultures did not make it into the above mentioned paper nor did it ever reach any degree of publication for
that matter. One of the identified utilities of the technique was its potential ability to quantitatively
measure the relative concentrations of both components of a co-culture containing two distinct cell types
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(ie. algae and bacteria). While clean separation was not observed with all mixed cultures, the technique
demonstrated potential in terms of quantifying the degree of contamination in a given culture.
As my work with OD and PCV drew to an end, I joined the team working on the ARPA-E
Electrofuels initiative. My initial task involved improving the mass transfer of gas into the liquid phase of
a scaled-down reactor. A summary of this work is presented in Appendix B in which I succeeded in
increasing the kLa by nearly 40-times. Finally, my last major task in the Curtis Lab involved the
development of a scaled-up design and economic analysis of the ARPA-E Electrofuels platform, which
represents the basis of this thesis.
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Appendix B
Improving Mass Transfer in a Scaled-Down Autotrophic Reactor
At the beginning of the ARPA-E electrofuels project, a need arose for a small-scale autotrophic
reactor for studying the behavior of the organism. Such a device needed to provided enhanced mass
transfer of gasses into the liquid phase as to closely match the anticipated scaled-up reactor. This
appendix focuses on the design of said small-scale reactor as well as the work undergone to improve the
mass transfer within the reactor to closely match scaled-up conditions.
Background
When growing a

microorganism

Gas Inlet

Gas Effluent

autotrophically on H2, O2, and CO2 gases; one
of the most critical operational parameters is
the ability to effectively transfer these gases
into the liquid phase culture. As part of the
above

mentioned

work related

to

The
Autotrophinator
Plunger

Solenoid

the

measurement of kinetic and yield parameters
as well as a means to screen transgenic strains
for fuel production capabilities; a small-scale
reactor was constructed with the ability to
effectively transfer these gases into the liquid
culture. This small-scale reactor system,

Solenoid
Control
Circuit

DAQ
LED

Photodiode
LED
Cell

Figure B-1. Schematic of the “Autotrophinator”

which was based around a 25 mL test tube, was dubbed the “Autotrophinator” (Figure B-1).
Unfortunately, one of the inherent issues of the initial prototype was that the rate of mass transfer of CO 2,
H2, and O2 gases into the liquid phase culture was nowhere near the rate of mass transfer anticipated to be
required to make the scaled-up process economical. Because it was critical that the kinetic parameters be
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measured under the scaled-up conditions, the rate of mass transfer within the Autotrophinator had to be
improved.
Materials and Methods
The autotrophic growth of microorganisms such a Rhodobacter capsulatus is a topic that has been
relatively unexplored in part because of the difficulty of managing the requisite growth conditions and
delivering a steady supply of H2, O2, and CO2 gases to the culture. The different elements of the
Autotrophinator were designed to accommodate this atypical mode of growth. Figure B-1 represents a
schematic of the Autotrophinator and details the 4 main components of this small-scale reactor: a test tube
containing the biological culture, a solenoid and plunger system, a gas supply line, and an LED and
photodiode system. Each component plays a critical role in achieving and properly monitoring
autotrophic growth.
Test Tube Containing the Biological Culture
This test tube filled with 5 mL of aqueous media represents the site of culture growth. The media
contains nutrients required by the organism to grow. An example of autotrophic media being used in the
lab is CA media [23].
Solenoid and Plunger System
In a typical small scale flask, culture mass transfer is accomplished by rolling or shaking. Since
we were interested in multiplexing with integrated electronics, such a system was impractical.
Alternatively, a stationary system was required. To accommodate this requirement, a system employing a
solenoid and plunger was constructed which provided enhanced mass transfer while not moving the
culture tube itself. The solenoid, which was wrapped around the culture test tube, was connected to a
circuit that provided a current as an oscillatory step function with phases of “on” and “off”. During each
“on” phase, the magnetic bobber within the culture test tube was pulled up out of the culture and dropped
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back down into the culture on each “off” phase. Additionally, a small disk magnet was placed underneath
the culture test tube to prevent the magnet from contacting the bottom of the tube and to ensure that the
bobber was pulled up by the solenoid each cycle. It was anticipated that plungers could provide enhanced
mass transfer much higher than typical culture methods.
Gas Supply Line
In order to reach high culture densities upwards of 15 gDW/L, the organism requires more gas
than that initially present in the headspace of the culture tube. While additional gas was initially supplied
using an electrolysis cell linked to a pressure transducer in the reactor, a more consistent system was
developed that provided a supply of premixed H2, O2, and CO2. The electrolysis system had no way of
providing additional CO2 to the system, and the headspace composition varied with time.
LED and Photodiode System
While simply achieving healthy autotrophic growth was the principal goal of the system, without
the ability to monitor the growth, the reactor would be far less useful in determining kinetic parameters.
In response to this issue, an LED and photodiode system was designed to be able to monitor the rate at
which the culture was growing. This system provided the additional advantage of not having to remove a
sample from the system since all measurements could be done directly on the system. It should be noted
that while the LED/photodiode system is required for monitoring culture growth, the system is not
necessary for mass transfer coefficient measurements.
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Mass Transfer in the Autotrophinator
Measuring the Mass Transfer Coefficient
The nature of the kinetic and yield
experiments demanded that the mass transfer
coefficient within the Autotrophinator be measured
quantitatively. To do so, a 5 mL solution of sodium

Manometer

sulfite (Na2SO3) with a copper (II) sulfate (CuSO4)
catalyst was added to the test tube apparatus
Solenoid

designed to house the biological culture. The
purpose of this solution was to represent the
Magnetic
Plunger

organism operating under mass transfer-limited
conditions by consuming the supplied oxygen as
P-17

soon as it was introduced into the liquid phase. The

Sodium Sulfite &
Copper (II) Sulfate
Solution

culture tube containing this solution was sealed and
connected to a manometer; the schematic of which is

Figure B-2. Schematic of the mass transfer
coefficient measurement apparatus

depicted in Figure B-2.
The mass transfer coefficient of interest is defined according to Equation B-1 where “OTR”
represents the oxygen transfer rate into the liquid phase with units (mol/L/hr), “kLa” represents the mass
transfer coefficient with units (1/hr), “C*” represents the saturation equilibrium concentration of oxygen
in water at a given temperature with units of (mol/L), and “C” represents the actual concentration of
oxygen in the water.
Equation B-1
−
For each test run, the OTR was determined by observing the rate at which the water level in the
manometer changed over time. The value of “C*” was determined by measuring the temperature of the
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liquid and using Henry’s Law. Finally, because the consumption of O2 by the sodium sulfite solution
occurs much faster than the transfer of oxygen into the liquid phase, “C” was assumed to be 0 mol/L for
all calculations of the mass transfer coefficient. With all these parameters determined, Equation B-1was
used to calculate the kLa for each experimental trial.
Improving the Mass Transfer Coefficient
The

mass

transfer

coefficient,

kLa,

is

representative of the combination of two key

yi

parameters: “kL” the rate at which the gas can be
transported across the liquid boundary layer and “a”

kL

Gas

Liquid

the total interfacial surface area between the gas and
liquid per unit volume of liquid. A schematic of this
gas liquid interface is presented in Figure B-3. An
enhanced “kL” functions to expedite the transfer of
gas though the boundary layer at the interface to the
bulk liquid while an enhanced “a” multiplies this

xi
Gas
Boundary
Layer

Liquid
Boundary
Layer

Figure B-3. Schematic of mass transfer
across the gas-liquid interface

effect by allowing it to occur over a greater area. Understanding these two components of the mass
transfer coefficient represented the basis behind all subsequent improvements in design and operation of
the Autotrophinator.
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Specifically, new plunger designs where
conceived with the intention of increasing interfacial
surface area (“a”) by creating thin films along the walls
of the test tube and on the plunger itself, by pulling up

Thin Film on
Test Tube Walls

small droplets of water into the gas phase, and by
introducing small bubbles into the liquid phase (Figure
B-4). In terms of achieving improvements in “kL”,
various

control

methods

were

considered

that

functioned to increase the vigor in which the contents
of the test tube were mixed by the plunger. These
included increasing the frequency and amplitude of

Thin Film on
Plunger
Water Droplets
in Gas Phase
Bubbles in
Liquid Phase

oscillations of the plunger and applying a downward
force (beyond that of gravity) on the plunger as it entered
into the liquid phase (see the two-solenoid system
discussed below).

Figure B-4. Means of improving the “a”
component of kLa
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While the initial plunger was
a

simple

stir

bar,

successive

prototypes were constructed out of
various materials and exhibited a
wide range of geometries with the
intent of improving performances as
dictated by increases in “kL” and “a”
beyond what was provided by this

1

2

3

4

Figure B-5. Depiction of 4 generations of Autotrophinator
plungers

initial prototype plunger (Figure B-5). Moving from the first to the second generation plunger, a nearly 10
fold improvement in the mass transfer coefficient was observed because of the extensive formation of thin
films along the walls of the test tube and the enhanced introduction of bubbles into the liquid. However,
the second generation plunger still fell significantly short of the goal kLa, but at least provided insight into
what was needed in the next generation. One of the major flaws of the second generation design was that
it was bulky. While it could introduce some bubbles into the liquid and force water up the sides of the test
tube, its bulkiness precluded it from entraining large amounts of gas into the liquid phase and from
pulling large amounts of liquid into the gas head space. The intent of the next generation was to address
these issues by giving the plunger “whisk-like” characteristics in order to blur the line between a distinct
liquid phase and a distinct gas phase by creating a somewhat frothy foam. Generations 3 and 4 were much
more successful at doing this.
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Even though the mass transfer coefficient was
improved by roughly a factor of 10 by improving the

Control
Mode

Plunger

kLa (1/hr)

design of the plunger, the goal kLa was not achieved
until additional changes were made to the operation of
the

Autotrophinator.

The

initial

bobber

driver

27
290

mechanism involved a single solenoid and basic on-off
circuit that functioned to pull the bobber up and drop it

270

back down into the liquid by means of gravity.
However, a more sophisticated setup was assembled
that involved 2 solenoids that alternated being on and

370

off. This setup functioned to both pull the bobber up as
well as to pull it back down with a much greater force

970,1100

than if left to gravity. Implementing this setup resulted
in an increased amplitude of oscillation, an increased
frequency of oscillation, and an increased depth of

Figure B-6. Summary of achieved mass
transfer coefficients

each plunge into the liquid. All of these factors contributed to the substantial mass transfer improvements
that were observed. A summary of the most noteworthy mass transfer coefficients is provided in Figure
B-6.
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